STUDENT NOTE
EVIDENTIARY ISSUES
WITH PARENTAL ALIENATION SYNDROME
Lewis Zirogiannis

Expert testimony on unsubstantiated social science syndromes such as the Parental Alienation Syndrome (PAS) has
been increasingly admitted in courtrooms across the United States. This is a problem because a trier of fact is making a determinationbased on theories that are inaccurate or incorrect. To remedy this, the standardsof admissibility
for expert testimony must be heightened.The broad discretion given to trial judges in determining admissibility
should be reevaluated and a new rule of evidence for social science testimony should be adopted.

PARENTAL ALIENATION SYNDROME AND ITS PROBLEMS
Parental Alienution Syndrome (PAS) is a term originated by Dr. Richard Gardner to
describe a cluster of co-occurring symptoms: (a) an alienated parent who engages in brainwashing, (b) a child who has adopted those negative views, and (c) a child who has vilified
the rejected parent.' Gardner claimed that PAS is a syndrome because there is a common etiology or underlying cause, that is, an alienating parent.' Gardner differentiated PAS from
parental alienation (PA). According to Gardner, the only element present in PA is the alienating behavior by a parents3In the case of PA, the child has not adopted the parent's negative
views and is not making false allegation^.^
The judicial system should look at Gardner's theories with heightened skepticism.
Gardner's research methods and techniques have been questioned by notable scholars in the
mental health field.' Gardner's research methods have been determined by scientists to lack
predictive value and validity.6It is also impossible to assign potential rates of error using
Gardner's diagnostic tools.'
In developing a predictive tool, one is concerned with both the reliability and validity of
the instrument.' When a standardizedtest measures the occurrence of a disease or syndrome,
the test is reliable if different evaluators giving the same test derive the same or similar conclusions? A standardized test is valid if the items on the test have a clear and obvious relationship to the purpose of the test."' In assessing Gardner's tests for diagnosing PAS, empirical studies show that the tests lack reliability, because the criteria for determining legitimate
abuse are vague and ill defined and therefore invite a wide range of subjective opinion."
Other criticisms of Gardner's theories are that most of his writings are not subject to professional peer review and that all of Gardner's books are published through his self-owned publishing company."
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HOW COURTS HAVE BEEN USING/ADMITTING PAS
Despite the criticisms, evidence of PAS has permeated courtrooms across the ~ountry.’~
An example of this is the case of Karen B. v. Clyde M.l4 In this case, Mandi, a four-year-old
girl, was removed from her mother’s custody and placed with her father, whom she alleged
was sexually abusing her.15On hearing the allegations, her mother informed the local Department of Child Protective Services, and a caseworker began an investigation.I6The caseworker interviewed Mandi to determine whether the allegations could be validated.” Mandi
confided in the caseworker that she was fabricating the abuse allegations.’8A physical exam
revealed no evidence of abuse.lg The caseworker also observed that Mandi’s mother was
vehement about getting sole custody of Mandi.” Mandi’s statement, accompanied by the
lack of physical evidence and Mandi’s mother’s attitude, resulted in the caseworker’s not
substantiating the abuse.’l
In reviewing both of Mandi’s parents’ petitions for sole custody, the court relied on PAS
and determined that Mandi’s initial allegations were consistent with what Gardner described
in his writings.22The court reasoned that Mandi was being programmed by her mother to
exhibit alienating behavior toward her father that was being manifested in falsified sex abuse
~laims.2~
The court not only awarded sole custody to Mandi’s father but also ordered that
Mandi’s mother receive no visitation rights because of the harmful effect her behavior was
having on Mandi and Mandi’s relationship with her fathermZ4
In Karen B., the judge invoked the PAS evidence on the recommendation of the case
worker assigned to Mandi’s case, without any hearing as to whether PAS was reliable or valid
or whether it had gained general acceptance in the mental health field.”The result in this case
should alert the legal and mental health profession of the dangers of admitting social science
evidence or testimony without a definitive way of measuring reliability and validity. The trial
judge admitted evidence of PAS and made a decision based solely on this evidence, because
present standards of admissibility allow him to. It is of course possible that the sex abuse allegations were falsified or that the father was a better custodial parent overall. The court, however, focused exclusively on the PAS diagnosis and foreclosed a broader inquiry into
Mandi’s best interest. The investigation should have been continued and an independent
judgment rendered based on the total factual circumstances and without the distortion created by reliance on an unsubstantiated mental health syndrome.
Another case where PAS testimony resulted in achange of custody to the father is Hanson
v. Joseph?6 In Hunson, the court had to decide whether a mother’s animosity and conduct
toward her husband justified modification of a joint-custody agreement.” Shortly after the
couple’s dissolution agreement, the mother filed a petition for sole custody, alleging that her
husband was sexually abusing their child.*’ The father filed an emergency petition for sole
custody, alleging that the child was suffering from PAS.” The father introduced the testimony of a PAS expert, and the evidence was admitted. The expert testified that the mother’s
comments against the father, made in the child’s presence, were for the sole purpose of initiating the child’s alienation of his father and that the mother’s behavior was endangering the
emotional and physical development of the
On hearing this testimony, the court
ordered an immediate custody change, granting sole custody to the father.31Again, as in
Karen B., the court failed to evaluate the reliability and validity of PAS and did not look to
broader best interest factors in awarding custody.32The Hanson dissent denounced the
majority for admitting PAS testimony without such an analysis.33The dissent also affirms the
danger of allowing PAS testimony to be “outcome determinative” in custody disputes.34In
Hanson, the judge gave sole custody to the father because an expert testified how the
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mother's behavior negatively affected the child and engendered PAS.35However, the expert
made his determination without interviewing the mother and despite the fact that the father
had severe emotional problems, which affected his ability to work?6
These two cases are representativeof reasons why PAS testimony must be scrutinized for
validity and reliability. Judicial decisions based on testimony of the existence of PAS has
been used to justify changing court-orderedcustody agreementsand potentially endangering
the emotional stability of children by placing them with aparent with whom they do not want
to be.37A court that believes that PAS exists might also subject a child to a possible risk of
sexual abuse by finding a true allegation to be false because the court believes a PASinfluenced allegation is not credible. PAS should not be a tool in a fact-finder's toolbox
unless the theory meets standards of admissibility of expert testimony. Even then, PAS evidence should never be outcome determinati~e.~'

DOES PAS MEET STANDARDS FOR
ADMISSIBILITY OF EXPERT SOCIAL SCIENCE TESTIMONY
INTRODUCTION

Key terms must be defined before considering whether testimony about PAS should be
admissible: scientific evidence, social science evidence, and technical evidence. Scientific
evidence is evidence grounded in the methods and procedures of science;39it is derived
through the recognition and formulation of a problem, the collection of data through experimentation, the formulation of a hypothesis, and the testing and confirmationof the hypothesis f ~ r m u l a t e dEvidence
.~~
that Benedictin is responsible for birth defects is an example of
scientific evidence because this conclusion results from the systematic accumulation of evidence in support of a particular prop~sition.~'
Social science evidence refers to evidence of mental disorders and other phenomenon in
the world of human behavior.42Social science research meets the standards of scientific evidence if true experimental methods are employed.43True experiments involve proper sampling methods, full control of the independent variables, random assignment of participants
to treatment and no-treatment groups, and before and after measures by raters that are blind
to the hypothesis te~ted.4~
These stringent standards are not often feasible or ethical for social
science researchers who instead rely on quasiexperimentalmethods and statistical controls
of the independent variables.45More simply put, some of social science research lacks the
ability to manipulate the independent variables in ways that can positively determine their
influence on the dependent variables or outcomes.46
Technical evidence is evidence presented by an expert whose body of knowledge is not
derived from scientific experimentation or statistical analysis, yet it is the result of specialized knowledge gained through personal e~perience.~'
An example of this is the testimony of
an expert who has spent his career studying skid marks and tire wear to determine whether a
tire was defective."'
The thesis of this article is that testimony about PAS does not qualify as social science evidence because it has not been empirically substantiatedand that the standards of admissibility need to be changed to prevent evidence such as PAS to enter the courtroom as technical
evidence.
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EVOLUTION OF STANDARDS FOR ADMISSIBILITY OF EXPERT TESTIMONY

Standards of admissibility for expert testimony have changed since the Washington,D.C.
Circuit’s decision in Frye v. United States.4gThe court in Frye adopted what is now commonly referred to as the general-acceptance standard. This is a stringent standard that holds
that for scientific evidence to be admissible, it must be gathered using techniques that have
gained general acceptance in their field.50
This test was controlling in a majority of jurisdictions until the Supreme Court’s decision
in Daubert v. Merrill Pharmaceuticals.’’The Daubert court construed Federal Rule of Evidence (FRE) 702 as giving the trial judge gatekeepingpower to determine whether scientific
evidence is adrnis~ible.’~
Although the trial judge is given gatekeeping responsibilities, the
Daubert opinion fails to specify exactly how a judge should manage this task?3 The opinion
does offer a nonbinding list of considerations that a judge might consider when deciding
whether evidence is admissible,including the following: whether the theory has been tested,
whether the potential error rate is known, whether the theory has been subject to peer review,
and whether the theory has widespread acceptance in the field.S4The opinion also gives an
analysis of the scientific method and finds that any theory derived through the scientific
method is reliable.”
The problem with Daubert is that is assumes that trial judges have the ability to comprehend what evidence is scientific and what evidence should be subject to some standardized
method of reliabilit~.’~
The Daubertdecision also does not require the trial judge to adhere to
the four-step test of reliability that it sets out.” Rather, the court holds that the trial judge has
plenary discretion and that these factors are merely guidelines to which ajudge could look.
Daubert engendered mass confusion in the state and federal courts as to what expert evidence was admi~sible.~’
Although the court laid a foundation for admitting scientific testimony, the court was not explicit as to whether the holding extended to the admissibility of
social science expert testimony, such as mental health diagnoses and syndrome^.^' If a court
determines that the social science testimony is not scientific, then a court could apply a different standard than the one applied to scientific evidence.60This distinction between scientific and social science evidence is important because if the Daubert factors do not apply to
social science evidence, judges would have no guidelines as to the admissibility of PAS
testimony.
An example of a court’s making a distinction between scientific and social science evidence for purposes of a Daubert analysis is United States v. Bighead.61In Bighead, the defendant was charged with two counts of sexual abuse with a minor.62Although the victim
claimed that the abuse had lasted from the time she was 11until she was 17,the abuse was not
reported until the victim was 1 v 3The government introduced an expert witness on child sex
abuse to rebut the defendant’s theory that delayed reporting indicates false a c c ~ s a t i o n sThe
.~~
trial court allowed the testimony. On appeal, the defense argued that the expert’s testimony
should have been inadmissiblebecause the theory was not reliable or valid under D a ~ b e r t . ~ ’
The Circuit Court rejected this argument and held that the expert’s testimony was not scientific and therefore not subject to the Daubert factors.66The expert’s testimony consisted of
her own observations drawn from years of experience with child sex abuse cases and therefore was consistent with specialized knowledge but not scientifickn~wledge.~’
Thus, the testimony was admissible as social science evidence and was not put through the scrutiny of
Daubert. Under this analysis, PAS testimony is admissible in any jurisdiction that has adopts
this interpretation of Daubert.68
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In jurisdictions that hold Daubert applicable to social science expert testimony, PAS
might not be admissible. The Daubert factors suggest that a judge look to the reliability and
validity of the testimony and to whether the testimony is generally accepted or peer
re~iewed.~'
When tested under this standard, PAS will fail, and expert testimony about PAS
evidence would be inadmissible.
The Supreme Court was called on in 1999 to answer the questions left open by Daubert
and to determine the standard of admissibility for expert testimony in Kumho Tire v.
Carmichael." The facts of Kumho differed from Daubert's because Kumho involved the testimony of a technical expert." The expert performed a visual inspection of the tire at issue in
the case and determined through his experience that the tire was defectivea7*Kumho, the
defendant, moved to exclude the testimony on the grounds that it failed the reliability
requirements set forth in Da~bert.7~
The trial court excluded the evidence and granted
Kumho's summary judgment m0tion.7~On certiorari, the Supreme Court held that the
Daubert factors were not limited to scientific evidence.75Justice Breyer explained that the
Daubert factors were enunciated to assist trial judges in determining what expert testimony
was reliable but that the factors were not definitiveor binding.76The trial judge has considerable leeway in deciding what factors are applicable in the determination of an expert's validity and reliabilit~.~~
The Kumho decision goes as far as to open the door for the admissibility
of novel expert analysis.78This is an extremely broad standard that gives trial judges great
discretion in determining what expert evidence is reliable and valid and therefore admissible.
Although the Supreme Court in Kumho broadened the judge's gatekeepingresponsibility
and held that Daubert applied to social science and technical evidence,differentjurisdictions
continue to follow the Frye general-acceptancestandard or the Daubert multiple-factor test
for reliability and ~alidity.7~
How expert social science evidence is properly admitted under
these tests and how the courts can misapply the standards is important in demonstrating why
the standards need to be changed. It is also a necessary starting point for developing a new
standard that will prevent unreliable and invalid social science evidence and testimony such
as PAS from being admissible.
One mental health syndrome, which will pass the Frye general-acceptancestandard and
qualify as social science expert testimony, is the Child Sexual Abuse Accommodation Syndrome (CSAAS).80Evidence of the syndrome has been admissible in an overwhelming
majority of jurisdictions for the purpose of explaining the significance of a child's
self-impeaching behavior, such as delayed sex-abuse reporting and recantation." This syndrome is admissible under the Frye because evidence of CSAAS has been admissible testimony previously.8*This is not to say that CSAAS has not met criticism in the mental health
field, but under Frye, as long as courts have admitted the testimony, the testimony is considered generally a~ceptable.'~
It is thus possible for PAS to pass muster under jurisdictions that follow Frye if counsel
can demonstrate that PAS has infiltrated judicial opinions and therefore is generally
accepted. This is why courts should not be bound by the Frye general-acceptancestandard. It
allows for the admissibility of unreliable and invalid testimony. A kind of catch-22 is
involved under Frye: Questionable expert testimony becomes generally accepted the more
courts accept it; therefore, one mistake can breed others. That clever arguing may result in
the admissibilityofPAS leads individualswho are concerned with unreliable and invalidated
evidence influencingjudges back to the proverbial drawing board to develop a more potent
exclusionary standard.
Getting expert social science testimony admitted in jurisdictions applying Duubert is a
more difficultt a ~ k . As
8 ~ previously discussed,Daubert is not a bar to admissibility of PAS in
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jurisdictions that distinguish scientific evidence from social science and technical evidence.” Courts that hold social science evidence to be scientific, and therefore apply the
Daubert factors, hold that expert testimony on mental health syndromes is not admissible
unless symptomology is determined through standardized tests and the responses to those
tests are quantified through normative scoring procedures.86The reliability and validity of
the expert’s theories also depend on whether the theory has been subject to peer review and
whether the theory has gained general acceptance.” Testimonyof PAS would not be admissible in any courtroom applying these criteria. As previously discussed, PAS data have no predictive value, error rates cannot be assigned, research methods are questionable, PAS is not
the subject of the peer-review process, and the social science community has not generally
accepted that the syndrome exists.
PAS might be admissible,however, in jurisdictions that do not subject social science testimony to Daubert, because diagnoses of the syndrome result from the culmination of a specialist’s experiences and therefore is specialized technical knowledge under United States v.
Bighead. It is possible for PAS testimony to be admitted into evidence in these jurisdictions.
As in Bighead, PAS is based on personal observations and specializedexperience of the psychiatrist who defined the syndrome.Therefore, courts applying this Daubert standard might
admit testimony of the existence of PAS as the specialized knowledge of a psychiatrist
through years of work.
PAS testimony might also be admissible under Kumho. Kumho allows for the admissibility of testimony of novel theories, even if the theory does not meet a stringent application of
Daubert.*sPAS testimony may be admissiblein jurisdictions that follow Kumho, because the
trial judge is given broad discretion in determiningthe reliability and validity of theories that
are not subject to peer review and of theories that researchers have not substantiated.”

PAS: DEVELOPING A STANDARD FOR
EXPERT SOCIAL SCIENCE TESTIMONY
The problem that has emerged is that Kumho, Daubert, Frye, or some combination thereof
still have not created a universally recognized standard to determine what is reliable and
valid mental health or social science expert testimony. Some commentators have suggested
that all courts readopt the old Frye standard that some states still
Although the Frye
standard might prevent PAS testimony from entering the courtroom, it also prevents expert
testimony on new theories that are reliable and valid but that have yet to gain general acceptance in the field, because of lack of time?’ The Daubert test is simply not stringent enough.
It leaves too many questions unanswered as to how judges are to establish the reliability and
validity of expert testimony. In some jurisdictions, PAS testimony would be admissible
because the judge decided either not to apply the factors at all or that the factors were to be
applied to scientific evidence only.
The problems presented by Daubert appeared to be bandaged by Kumho, which held that
Daubert applied to social science, scientific, and technical evidence?* Unfortunately, the
court in Kumho did not mandate that the Daubert factors be applied to all expert evidence; it
only suggested that these factors be applied to each of these types of e~idence.’~
The basic reason why these standards, which most or all states have adopted, do not prevent PAS testimony from being admitted is that these standards are interpretations of Federal
Rules of Evidence (FRE) 702 and that this rule is poorly drafted.’4 The rule allows “a witness
qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education [to] testify in
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the form of an opinion or other~ise.”~’
Thus, an expert’s testimony could be deemed reliable
by the judge simply because the expert demonstrates skill in a particular specialized area, is
educated in the field, or has experience. It does not make distinctions between scientific,
social science, and technical evidence and require that an expert’s testimony about mental
health syndromes meet reliability criteria. Under FRE 702, Gardner could qualify as an
expert witness in a child custody dispute because he meets this criteria for an expert witness
and could testify about PAS based on his clinical observations and experience.
One way to ensure the reliability and validity of expert social science testimony is to add
the two parts of the Duubert test to the FRE standard, thus ensuring (a) that the expert’s theory is tested using acceptablemethods in a particular field of knowledge and (b) that the data
collected from research could be assigned potential error rates and predictive value.96This is
an appropriate solution for many reasons. First, most or all of the states have adopted a provision in their evidence code similar to FRE 702:’ Therefore, states would most likely make
note of an amendment and reconfiguretheir own rules. If states do adopt this codification,the
question of whether a judge could use his own criteria for testing reliability is answered.
Codifying the two Duubert criteria would forcejudges to apply testability and error analysis to all forms of expert testimony, whether the testimony be scientific, social science, or
technical. Problems may arise with this codification in instances in which data and theory
construction are not or cannot be the result of experimental design and empirical testing
because experts might have difficulty presenting a specific formula and quantitative data to
prove the reliability and validity of their results. The facts of the Kumho case, where a tire
specialist gave an expert opinion as to whether a tire was defective, is a good example. For
these types of specialists, the FRE 702 principles should remain unchanged. An expert in a
technical field should lay a foundation for his knowledge, such as years of experience, type
of experience, and any techniques used to reach his result. A judge requiring the same extensive testing and data analysis for technical experts as he would for scientific or social science
evidence would be infeasible. These experts would rarely meet the standard, and technical
evidence would be inadmissible.
Under this standard, expert testimony of a child’s relationshipwith a parent, including the
child’s alienation from a parent, would be admissible if the expert fulfilled standard criteria
for evaluating the mental health of the child and parents. It would qualify for expert testimony because it is truly technical evidence. What would not be admissible, however, is the
expert’s characterizing or classifying a child’s alienated feelings for a parent or the behavior
of the other parent, which may cause such feelings, as a “syndrome.”

CONCLUSION
Judges considering whether to allow the introduction of PAS evidence in child custody
cases should distinguish between technical evidence and social science evidence, which can
be substantiated through empirical testing. The evidence that can be evaluated through
empirical testing will be subject to the Duubert factors. This way, a judge is required to see
evidence of experimental design, empirical tests, error rates, and predictive value of data.
PAS evidence would be inadmissible under these standards because the theory is not empirically substantiated.
Evidence of a child’s alienation from a parent will still be admissible in a child custody
proceeding, through, for example, receipt into evidence of a forensic evaluations report
detailing such alienation and describing judicial management and treatment recommenda-
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tions to cope with it. What will be inadmissible, however, is the false patina of scientific
objectivity and diagnosis created by attaching the word syndrome to the alienated child’s
feelings and the behavior of the allegedly alienating parent.
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